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 You can also play split-screen co-op in the Story mode. The player gets all the benefits of both modes without having to switch from one to the other.[63] The third faction, the Rebel Alliance, is supported by new content and the Rebellion mode. Rebel players start with a fully capable AT-ST, which they can use to take on the Empire in an Skirmish game, along with Clone Troopers, which they can
use to capture and capture points as a Corporal. These points are worth credits in the Rebel AI battle, with the credits being used to unlock new units for use by the Rebels in Arcade or Star Wars: Battlefront 2's Campaign mode.[64][65] The Rebellion mode provides a linear storyline in which the Rebels fight to prevent the destruction of the Rebels base on the ice planet, Hoth. The Rebel faction uses
its own AT-ST and begins the game with a fully functioning snowspeeder. The Hoth mission features two new maps, Hoth, with its snowy environment, and Fondor, a map with a volcanic climate. Star Wars: Battlefront 2 introduces an entirely new vehicle, the Snowspeeder. It is a low-flying, fast, swoop-like craft with the ability to hover. It has no offensive power, but it can accelerate very quickly,

making it capable of escaping an assault on its front end. It also has limited defensive capabilities, with its one button fire being fairly weak, though it is effective against infantry. The AT-ST was the heavily armored walker featured in the original Star Wars: Battlefront and is the primary offensive vehicle of the Empire in the game. It is slow, has weak offensive power, and has a large beam rifle
mounted on its front end. Its defense is fair, but its fire is slightly weaker than the Rebel AT-ST's, and its lack of speed makes it prone to attacks from the ground and low-flying vehicles. Allies do not have an air vehicle at launch. The Rebel Alliance can use either a snowspeeder or a t-47 airspeeder in their campaign mode, but the Rebels only have access to two new t-47s during the Rebels campaign

mode. The Rebel campaign is based on the events of the original Star Wars film, A New Hope. The Rebels start the game with an AT-ST, while the Imperials start with an AT-AT 82157476af
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